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(54) FORMING METHOD FOR ORTHOPEDIC INTERNAL FIXATION

(57) The present invention relates to the field of or-
thopedics instrument, and aims to provide a method for
forming an orthopedic internal fixation object. In the meth-
od for forming the orthopedic internal fixation material,
the geometric relationship between the fixation object
and the host bone is determined through reverse engi-
neering so that a high degree of fitting is achieved be-
tween the fixation object and the host bone, and the
stress shielding is reduced, the fixation object is designed
into a mortise-tenon structure including a mortise portion,
a tenon portion and a dovetail slot plug, to avoid damage

to the host bone and reduce stress concentration. The
beneficial effects of the present invention lie in that the
present invention creatively proposes an individualized
forming method for an orthopedic passive internal fixation
object. Compared with the prior art, the orthopedic inter-
nal fixation object according to the present invention are
fixed to the host bone by a mortise and tenon structure
to be free from relying on the screw, thus avoiding dam-
age to the host bone, and avoiding the concentration of
stress in the fixation process.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of orthopedic instruments, and in particular to a method for forming
an orthopedic internal fixation object.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Orthopedics internal fixation technology has been widely used in clinical practice. Outstanding orthopedists
are often not only a superb "Luban" (an ancient Chinese master of carpenter. It is now usually used to describe a
specialist), but also an excellent inventor. Based on the structures such as rod-screw and plate-screw, mechanical
problems such as the fixation, stress and durability of an orthopedic implant are solved. Regarding the orthopedic implant
fixed by screws, since the fixation of the screw with the host bone is destructive, the industrialized structures such as
rod, plate, band and wire cannot fit the surface of the individualized host bone, and modulus of elasticity of the implant
is different from the bone in vivo and for other reasons, after the implant is fixed, mechanical phenomena such as "stress
concentration" and "stress shielding" may occur to the host bone, resulting in occurrence of "bone atrophy", "bone
nonunion" and other complications.
[0003] Therefore, it is a key technology that needs breaking through urgently to create individualized passive internal
fixation object based on reverse and forward design through 3D printing, which is free from the reliance on the screws
when to fix the orthopedic implants, so as to avoid stress concentration on the host bone and reduce stress shielding.
This not only can make new progress in the theoretical research of biomechanics of bone and in the method of forward
and reverse engineering design of orthopedic passive implants, but also is expected to be applied to clinic. With the
aging of the population, the continuous growth of GDP and improvement of medical policies, China’s orthopedic instrument
market continues to grow at a rate of 15% to 20% annually.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] An objective of the present invention is to overcome the above defects and provide a method for forming an
orthopedic internal fixation object that can overcome stress concentration and stress shielding.
[0005] In order to solve the above technical problems, the technical solution adopted by the present invention is as
follows:
[0006] A method for forming an orthopedic internal fixation object, includes the following steps S1 to S5.
[0007] In step 1, continuous tomographic images of a bone in vivo are obtained by tomography, and the continuous
tomographic images are stacked in a reverse engineering software, and a three-dimensional model of the bone in vivo
is reconstructed in a scan coordinate system.
[0008] In step 2, the centroid and a principal axis of inertia of the bone in vivo are calculated, to obtain the density ρ
of the volume element, and a horizontal resolution Δx, a vertical resolution Δy and a layer distance Δz of the tomographic
images are obtained, ΔV=ΔxΔyΔz, and the position coordinates (xoi, yoi, zoi) of a point i of the bone in vivo in the scan
coordinate system are obtained, and the above parameters are substituted into the formula. 

calculate to obtain α, β and γ, where (xαi, yαi, zαi) are position coordinates of the point i on the bone in vivo after rotating
about the x-axis by an angle α, and (xβi, yβi, zβi) are position coordinates of the point i on the bone in vivo after rotating
about x-axis by the angle α and then rotating about y-axis by an angle β.
[0009] In step 3, the scan coordinate system is rotated about the x-axis by the angle α, and is rotated about the y-axis
by the angle β, and is rotated then about a Z-axis by an angle γ, to move the origin of the scan coordinate system to the
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centroid of the bone in vivo to realize posture positioning of the bone in vivo.
[0010] In step 4, coordinates (xi, yi, zi) of the point i on the bone in vivo surface in step 3 are obtained, and are substituted
into the arithmetic formula: 

to obtain coordinates (Xi’, Yi’, Zi’) of the point i on the enlarged bone in vivo, where DX(xi, s, c), DY(yi, s, c), DZ(zi, s, c)
represent quadratrix, s represents the enlargement factor, c represents the convexity and concavity of the position curve
where the point i is located, and then calculates to obtain the three dimensional model of the enlarged bone in vivo, to
do "or" Boolean operation between the enlarged bone in vivo and the bone in vivo, to obtain a shell of the bone in vivo.
[0011] In step 5, the shell of the bone in vivo in step 4 is cut to be designed into a mortise-tenon structure including a
mortise portion, a tenon portion and a dovetail slot plug.
[0012] The beneficial effects of the present invention lie in that the present invention creatively proposes an individu-
alized forming method for an orthopedic passive internal fixation object. Compared with the prior art, the orthopedic
internal fixation object according to the present invention adopts a structure with mortise and tenon to achieve the fixation
and be free from relying on the screw, which avoids damage to the host bone, and avoids the occurrence of stress
concentration in the fixation process; the geometric relationship between the fixation object and the host bone is from
the reverse engineering, such that the fixation object and the host bone are fitted to each other in a high degree, thereby
reducing the stress shielding between the fixation object and the host bone; these two techniques eliminate the occurrence
of bone atrophy, bone nonunion, and other complications from the source.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACCOMPANYING DRAWINGS

[0013]

Figure 1 is a flowchart of a method for forming an orthopedic internal fixation object according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
Figure 2 is a schematic view showing a three-dimensional reconstruction of a first metatarsus according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 3 is a state diagram of the first metatarsus according to an embodiment of the present invention before its
posture is fixed;
Figure 4 is a state diagram of the first metatarsus according to an embodiment of the present invention after its
posture is fixed;
Figure 5 is a comparison diagram showing the first metatarsus according to an embodiment of the present invention
before and after its posture is fixed;
Figure 6 is a perspective view of a first metatarsus shell according to an embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 7 is a front view of the first metatarsus shell according to an embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 8 is a top view of the first metatarsus shell according to an embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 9 is a view showing the combination of the first metatarsus shell and the first metatarsus according to an
embodiment of the present invention; and
Figure 10 is a schematic view showing the structure of the first metatarsus shell with mortise and tenon according
to an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0014] In order to describe in detail the technical content, the structural feature, the achieved object and effect of the
present invention, the present invention is described in detail in conjunction with embodiments and drawings.
[0015] The most important idea of the present invention lies in that: a geometric relationship between the fixation
object and the host bone is determined through reverse engineering so that a high degree of conformity is achieved
between the fixation object and the host bone to reduce the stress shielding; the fixation object is designed into a mortise-
tenon structure including a mortise portion, a tenon portion and a dovetail slot plug, to avoid damage to the host bone,
and reduce stress concentration.
[0016] Referring to Figure 1, the method for forming the orthopedic internal fixation object according to this embodiment
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includes the following steps 1 to 5.
[0017] In step 1, continuous tomographic images of a bone in vivo are obtained by tomography, and the continuous
tomographic images are stacked in a reverse engineering software, and a three-dimensional model of the bone in vivo
is reconstructed in a scan coordinate system.
[0018] In step 2, the centroid and a principal axis of inertia of the bone in vivo are calculated, to obtain the density ρ
of the volume element, and a horizontal resolution Δx, a vertical resolution Δy and a layer distance Δz of the tomographic
images are obtained, ΔV=ΔxΔyΔz, and the position coordinates (xoi, yoi, zoi) of a point i of the bone in vivo in the scan
coordinate system are obtained, and the above parameters are substituted into the formula. 

calculate to obtain α, β and γ, where (xαi, yαi, zαi) are position coordinates of the point i on the bone in vivo after rotating
about the x-axis by an angle α, and (xβi, yβi, zβi) are position coordinates of the point i on the bone in vivo after rotating
about x-axis by the angle α and then rotating about y-axis by an angle β.
[0019] In step 3, the scan coordinate system is rotated about the x-axis by the angle α, and is rotated about the y-axis
by the angle β, and is rotated then about a Z-axis by an angle γ, to move the origin of the scan coordinate system to the
centroid of the bone in vivo to realize posture positioning of the bone in vivo.
[0020] In step 4, coordinates (xi, yi, zi) of the point i on the bone in vivo surface in step 3 are obtained, and are substituted
into the arithmetic formula:

to obtain coordinates (Xi’, Yi’, Zi’) of the point i on the enlarged bone in vivo, where DX(xi, s, c), DY(yi, s, c), DZ(zi, s, c)
represent quadratrix, s represents the enlargement factor, c represents the convexity and concavity of the position curve
where the point i is located, and then calculates to obtain the three dimensional model of the enlarged bone in vivo, to
do "or" Boolean operation between the enlarged bone in vivo and the bone in vivo, to obtain a shell of the bone in vivo.
[0021] In step 5, the shell of the bone in vivo in step 4 is cut to be designed into a mortise-tenon structure including a
mortise portion, a tenon portion and a dovetail slot plug.
[0022] It can be seen from the above description that the beneficial effects of the present invention lie in that the
present invention creatively proposes an individualized forming method for an orthopedic passive internal fixation object.
Compared with the prior art, the orthopedic internal fixation object according to the present invention adopts a mortise-
tenon structure to achieve the fixation and be free from relying on the screw, which avoids damage to the host bone,
and avoids the occurrence of stress concentration in the fixation process; the geometric relationship between the fixation
object and the host bone is from the reverse engineering, such that the fixation object and the host bone are fitted to
each other in a high degree, thereby reducing the stress shielding between the fixation object and the host bone; these
two techniques eliminate the occurrence of bone atrophy, bone nonunion, and other complications from the source.
[0023] Further, between step 4 and step 5, the method further includes: determining the thicknesses of the shell of
the bone in vivo at various points through the elastic modulus calculation and the mechanics calculation of the bone in
vivo and the internal fixation object of the bone.
[0024] As can be seen from the above description that, since the thickness of the bone shell is non-uniform, the
thickness of the bone shell at each point is determined according to the thickness of the compact bone from the point
to the principal axis, and the strength and durability analysis are performed according to the elastic modulus of the
compact bone and the internal fixation material (titanium alloy) in conjunction with the mechanics simulation analysis to
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determine the final mechanics structure of the internal fixation object.
[0025] Further, after step 5, the method further includes: manufacturing the mortise portion, the tenon portion, the
dovetail slot plug by 3D printing technology.
[0026] It can be seen from the above description that the 3D printing technology has advantages of a low cost, a fast
forming speed, a high forming precision and unlimited shapes, and is suitable for the production of the fixation object in
the invention and can be adapted to the needs of different patients.
[0027] Reference is made to Figure 2 to Figure 10, the first embodiment of the present invention is as follows.
[0028] Scanning and reconstructing, positioning, enlarging, cutting, mortise-tenon designing and mirror processing to
the healthy side first metatarsus include the following specific steps:

(1) Three-dimensional reconstruction of the first metatarsus on the left: continuous anatomical images of the healthy
side first metatarsus are acquired by tomography, and the continuous anatomical images are stacked in the image
reverse engineering software to achieve the three-dimensional reconstruction of the first metatarsus.
(2) Posture positioning of the first metatarsus on the left: the centroid and the principal axis of inertia of the first
metatarsus are calculated. In the Cartesian coordinate system, the scanning axis of the first metatarsus and two
other coordinate axes perpendicular to it are respectively turned to the principal axis of inertia, the origin of the
coordinate system moves to the centroid of the first metatarsus to complete the posture positioning. The angular
displacement between the first metatarsus scan coordinate system and the principal axis of inertia is calculated
from the following equation:

where ρ denotes the density of the volume element, ΔV=ΔxΔyΔz, Δx, Δy and Δz are respectively the horizontal
resolution, vertical resolution and layer distance of the tomographic images, respectively, and α, β and γ respectively
represent the angular displacement of the rotation about the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis, (xoi, yoi, zoi) are the position
coordinates of the point i on the first metatarsus in the scan coordinate system, (xαi, yαi, zαi) are the position
coordinates of the point i on the first metatarsus after the first metatarsus is rotated by the angle α about the x-axis,
(xβi, yβi, zβi) are the position coordinates of the point i on the first metatarsus after the first metatarsus is rotated by
an angle α about the x-axis and then rotated by an angle β about the y-axis.
(3) Enlarge and Boolean operations: for the first metatarsus after being fixed in position, the first metatarsus shell
is obtained by enlarging the first metatarsus with a quadratrix and doing an "OR" Boolean operation between the
quadratrix with the first metatarsus. The convex-concave function is enlarged by the following method: 

In the formula, (xi, yi, zi) respectively represent the position coordinates of the point i on the surface of the first
metatarsus after the first metatarsus is rotated by the angles α, β, and γ about the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis, DX(xi,
s, c), Dy(yi, s, c), Dz(zi, s, c) represent quadratrix, s represents the enlargement factor, and c represents the concavity
and convexity of the position curve where the point i is located.
(4) Mortise and tenon design: according to the situations such as the injury state and the fixing position of the first
phalanx on the right side, the bone shell is cut and designed into a mortise-tenon structure including a mortise
portion, a tenon portion and a dovetail slot plug structure.
(5) Simulation calculation: the thickness of the bone shell is non-uniform, and the thickness of the bone shell at each
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point is determined according to the thickness of the compact bone between the point and the principal axis. Analysis
of strength and durability is performed according to the elastic modulus of the compact bone and the material of the
internal fixation object (titanium alloy) in combination with the mechanics simulation analysis, to determine the final
mechanics structure of the internal fixation object.

[0029] By this embodiment, tomographic images of the healthy side bone in vivo are obtained by scanning, and the
reconstructed healthy side bone in vivo is subjected to steps such as positioning, enlarging, Boolean operating and
mortar-and-tenon structural designing, mirror processing and rapid manufacturing to obtain an internal fixation object
fitted with and coupled with, in mechanics aspect, the surface of the host bone. A bone shell fitted with the surface of
the unhealthy side bone is obtained based on the healthy side bone, and through the mortar-tenon design, it gets rid of
the reliance of the orthopedic internal fixation object on the screw, thereby allowing the bone internal fixation object not
to cause "stress concentration" to the host bone, to reduce the "stress shielding". This is just the innovation of the present
invention.
[0030] To sum up, in the method for forming an orthopedic internal fixation object provided by the present invention,
the orthopedic internal fixation object adopts the mortise-tenon structure to be fixed to the host bone, thus avoiding the
reliance on the screw, avoiding the damage to the host bone, and also avoiding the occurrence of stress concentration
in the fixation process. The geometric relationship between the fixation object and the host bone comes from a reverse
engineering that results in a high degree of fit between the fixation object and the host bone, thereby reducing the stress
shielding between the fixation object and the host bone. The two techniques eliminate the occurrence of bone atrophy,
bone nonunion and other complications from the source. Since the thickness of the bone shell is non-uniform, and the
thickness at each point is determined according to the thickness of the compact bone between the point and the principal
axis, and the strength and durability analysis are performed according to the elastic modulus of the compact bone and
the material of the internal fixation object in combination with the mechanics simulation, to determine the final mechanics
structure of the internal fixation object, and moreover, using the 3D printing technology, the cost is low, the forming
speed is fast, the forming precision is high, and the shape is not limited, therefore, 3D printing is bound to play an
important role in individualized medical treatment.
[0031] The above is only the embodiments of the present invention, and does not intend to limit the scope of the
present invention. All equivalent structures or equivalent process changes made by the specification and the accompa-
nying drawings of the present invention or directly or indirectly used in other related technologies are all included in the
protection scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for forming an orthopedic internal fixation object, characterized by comprising:

step 1, obtaining continuous tomographic images of a bone in vivo by tomography, stacking the continuous
tomographic images in a reverse engineering software, and reconstructing a three-dimensional model of the
bone in vivo in a scan coordinate system;
step 2, calculating the centroid and a principal axis of inertia of the bone in vivo, to obtain the density ρ of the
volume element, obtaining a horizontal resolution Δx, a vertical resolution Δy and a layer distance Δz of the
tomographic images, ΔV=ΔxΔyΔz, obtaining the position coordinates (xoi, yoi, zoi) of a point i of the bone in vivo
in the scan coordinate system, and substituting the above parameters into the formula: 

calculating to obtain α, β and γ, wherein (xαi, yαi, zαi) are the position coordinates of the point i on the bone in
vivo after the bone in vivo rotates about the x-axis by an angle α, and (xβi, yβi, zβi) are position coordinates of
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the point i on the bone in vivo after the bone in vivo rotates about the x-axis by the angle α and then rotates
about a y-axis by an angle β;
step 3, rotating the scan coordinate system about the x-axis by the angle α, and rotating the scan coordinate
system about the y-axis by the angle β, and rotating the scan coordinate system about the z-axis by an angle
γ, to move the origin of the scan coordinate system to the centroid of the bone in vivo to realize posture positioning
of the bone in vivo;
step 4, obtaining the coordinates (xi, yi, zi) of the point i on the surface of the bone in vivo in step 3, and substituting
the coordinates into the formula: 

to obtain the coordinates (Xi’, Yi’, Zi’) of the point i on an enlarged bone in vivo, wherein DX(xi, s, c), DY(yi, s,
c), DZ(zi, s, c) represent quadratrix, s represents an enlargement factor, c represents the convexity and concavity
of the position curve where the point i is located, and then calculates to obtain the three dimensional model of
the enlarged bone in vivo, to do "or" Boolean operations between the enlarged bone in vivo and the bone in
vivo, to obtain a shell of the bone in vivo;
step 5, cutting and designing the shell of the bone in vivo in step 4 into a mortise-tenon structure including a
mortise portion, a tenon portion and a dovetail slot plug.

2. The method for forming the orthopedic internal fixation object according to claim 1, further comprising, between step
4 and step 5,
determining the thickness of the shell of the bone in vivo at various points through the elastic modulus calculation
and the mechanics calculation of the bone in vivo and the internal fixation object of the bone in vivo.

3. The method for forming the orthopedic internal fixation object according to claim 1, further comprising: after step 5,
manufacturing a tenon portion, a dorsal portion and a dovetail slot plug by 3D printing technology.
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